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Coaches: 
  Uniforms: 
    Coaches may wear full baseball uniforms identical to the players on the team. 
 
 Optional Shirts/Pants/Shorts for Coaches: 
    Shirts: 

1. All coaches may uniform shirts identical to the players with the DYB patch on the left sleeve; or 
2. All coaches may wear polo shirts, golf shirts sport shirts…ONLY if they are identical in style and 

color. Shirts must have the league name or league initial ONLY on the shirt, no travel ball team       
names or initials will be allowed and no other lettering will be allowed. Shirt tails must be tucked in at 
all times and the DYB patch must be worn on the left sleeve. 

    Pants:  
1. All coaches may wear long pants (“Dockers” style plain or pleated) identical in style and color. 

Cargo pants, coaching or jeans/denims of any color shall not be worn, or 
2. All coaches may wear shorts of the same color (“Dockers” style plain or pleated).  

Cargo shorts or jean/denim shorts shall not be worn. 
      Note: All coaches preferably will be dressed identically.  Coaches that do not wear shorts will be allowed to  
      wear the same color slacks as the shorts of the other coaches. The State Director or Tournament Director 
      will make the final decision on this dress code. 
    Caps: 

1.  Caps matching the team caps shall be worn by all coaches. Female coaches ONLY may wear visors. 
No coach will be allowed on the field without a cap or visor. 

   Shoes: 
1. Shoes shall be a coaches’ style shoe, tennis shoe, athletic shoe, leather closed toed shoe, etc.      

Coaches shall not wear boots, sandals, flip flops, Crocs or any shoe, which is in the opinion of the        
DYB Tournament Director, is not appropriate for the playing field. 

   No Exceptions: 
     There will be no exceptions to the above policy for coaches’ dress code. The State Director or the  
     Tournament Director if the State Director is not present shall make the final determination of  
     compliance with the dress code. Any questions need to be resolved at the Managers/Coaches meeting. 
   Penalty: Any coach not dressed in the manner outlined in this dress code will not be allowed on the  
   playing field before and during the game and shall be confined to the dugout. 
 
Players: 

1. All players in tournament play shall wear regular baseball uniforms. No plain undershirt style T-shirts  
shall be permitted. Uniform type T-shirts in team colors with numbers shall be considered legal 
regular baseball uniforms. Shirts must have the league name or league initial ONLY on the shirt, no  
travel ball team names or initials will be allowed.  All players participating shall have numbers not less 
than four inches on the back of the uniform shirt. No duplicate numbers shall be allowed. The penalty 
for violation of this rule shall be that players wearing duplicate numbers shall not be allowed on the 
field. The DYB patch must be worn on the left sleeve. The official DYB insignia shall not be screen printed 
on the shirt. 


